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Abstract—A natural upgrade of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and the Internet of Nano-Things (IoNT) is the so-called Internet
of Bio-Nano Things by the which the organs of the human
body would be part of a communication’s network and emitting
signals continuously. In this paper we have paid attention to
the prospective scheme of surveillance that aims to measure the
charged bunches of proteins which are fluxing through the renal
glomerulus. We propose the idea that these bunches of albumin
might have anomalous displacements out the glomerulus due to
the presence of dipoles of glucose. Our theoretical formulation
consists essentially in a physics model. Under this view, the elec-
trodynamics of albumin is governed by repulsive and attractive
forces that pushes out theses proteins to the spaces of urine
formation. For this end, we apply electrodynamics to calculate
the electric potential and fields. All these processes might be seen
as the very beginning of the well-known diabetes kidney disease.
Under the assumption that the presence of a nanodevice contains
capabilities for sensing the bunches of albumin, we estimated the
efficiencies of charge detection using the Monte Carlo method.
We present simulations about the possible tracks of albumin
after of their interaction with others charged negatively cells like
podocytes. The present analysis has considered others charged
proteins which would play the role of noise or background. This
methodology is embedded in the framework of the IoBNT and
the respective quality of service is estimated as well.

Index Terms—IoBNT, type-2 diabetes, diabetes kidney disease,
quality of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH With the advent of the prospective applicability
of a multi-purpose nanotechnology is expected that it

achieves a notable role in the territory of human medicine
and provide novel tools to reduce progressively the global
burden of diseases. [1][2][3][4][5][6]. For instance it’s not
difficult to perceive that among the main causes of mortality
in the world is due to cancer and probably diabetes (type
1 and 2) [7][8]. In order to face the different levels of
disease’s complications, the synergy of various disciplines is
required. For instance, the conjunction of the capabilities of
the nanotechnology and techniques of the classical medicine
is often called nanomedicine by which is expected to tackle
the progress of disease and, in this manner the reduction of

mortality might be realistically foreseen [9]. Clearly, advanced
surveillance systems and multidisciplinary schemes will be
required [10][11][12]. One of the main role of nanomedicine
will be the identification of anomalous and dysfunctional
evolution of organs in time. The identification might be in-
spired on traditional techniques of the engineering such as the
sensing or detection of signals. The output of these processes
might be included in communication systems such as the
Internet [13][14][15][16][17]. In this manner, the microscopic
events which are under continuous surveillance by cyber-
human interfaces would upgrade the Internet networking to
one which is recently called Internet of Bio-Nano Things
(IoBNT). In effect, the IoBNT aims to include the continuous
monitoring of bio-chemical signals in the molecular level such
as the cell communication done by the electrolytes like Ca2+,
for instance. Anionic or cationic signals would constitute a
type of advantage for the nanomedicine, since one expects
that the software of nanodevices might consist in algorithms
based on concepts of physics of charged objects. A topic of
interest that groups all these facts is in the side of the expected
complications of the type-2 diabetes, in particular the so-called
diabetes kidney disease (DKD) which has turned out to be as
one of the worst complications of diabetes in patients. Most
of the behavior of kidney is due to the properties of electric
charge in the last layers previous to the urine formation [17].
A crucial process involving the dynamics of electric charges in
kidney takes place in the renal glomerulus whose essential task
is that of stopping of the abnormal flux of charged proteins
like albumin to the urine. These facts are well treated in a full
scenario of electrodynamics which helps to understand and
apply a formalism based on attraction and repulsion forces.
From the point-of-view of nephrologist the urine albumin
excretion (UAE) is an important indicator of how the kidney
is under continue degradation due to diverse factors, being the
most important the high concentrations of glucose in blood.
In this paper, we discuss the prospective applicability of the
IoBNT as a non-conventional methodology to anticipate the
progressive damage of the renal glomerulus due to negatively
charged proteins as albumin, in those type-2 diabetes patients.
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We sustain this argument through fundamental physics which
is based on the idea that the dipole moment of glucose is the
main cause of negative charge depletion in the renal glomeru-
lus. Consequently, the bunches of albumin takes advantage
of this opportunity to surpass spaces reaching the Bowman’s
space where the formation of urine takes place. We explore the
possibility that the effective sensing of charged proteins might
be achieved by a nanosensor which is expected to be deployed
a few nanometers from the renal glomerulus. We assume that
this nanodevice would have to have electric properties in
order of interacting with the charged proteins. The electric
interaction is translated in terms of electric oscillations in
where the repulsive forces between same sign electric objects
would produce damped oscillations in the plane of interaction.
A first approximation of this considers that the nanodevice
and bunches of negative charges are in the same plane or are
coplanar each other. In this manner, the dynamics that exhibits
the nanodevice due to the electric interactions with albumin
continuously, is used as input signal to produce the correspond
output: THz waves. In fact, inside the IoBNT the continue
emission of THz pulses by the nanodevice might represent
a novel technique of in situ surveillance only if the pulses
have been detected by bio-cyber interface already working
inside a IoBNT networking. We expect that the networking is
storing the acquired data which should be read by the doctor
or nephrologist. Depending of the flux of albumin per unit of
time, the specialist would take rapid intervention. Nowadays,
type-2 diabetes are reporting the kidney disease after 5 or more
years from the beginning of disease. In most cases, patients
are passing last phases and become candidates for dialysis
processes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In second
section, the case of the renal disease and DKD is presented.
Furthermore, we present a model of deterioration of podocytes.
Third section aims to explain the physic model of such
interaction. In order to be consistent with the main argument
of charge interaction, we use physics equations based on
electricity. Once the Laplace’s equation is solved, the electric
fields and forces are derived. The usage of the Coulomb’s force
is justified since it can explains the repulsion and subsequent
displacement of negative charges located in the glomerulus and
podocytes. Our main assumption is the existence of attractive
and repulsion electric forces which might be responsible of
the dynamical cancellation of the shield of charges in the
glomerulus. This idea might explain the why of the anomalous
flux of proteins like albumin through the urine. All these
equations become the basis of the algorithm for simulation of
the dynamic of the charges. In fourth part, we build a model for
sensing the albumin by using the well-known methodologies
of input and output. In this manner, we model the electric
properties of the glucose and glomerulus, that are the main
ingredients to calculate the full output of system. We have
included noise in the formalism, since the presence of others
proteins will notably affect the detection of albumin. For
instance, the Tamm Horsfall proteins would represent the main
source of background for the signal. Here, also we perform
a estimation of the expected values of albumin in typical
cases and compare to the known clinical results. A Monte

Fig. 1. Sketch of the main idea of paper: (A) Attractive forces between the
positive charges of glucose’s dipole and negative charges along the epithelial
cells (EC) and glomerular membrane basement (GMB). (B) After the charge
depletion, bunches of albumin reaches and crosses the slit membrane (SM)
exerting repulsion forces on the remaining charges located in the surface of
podocytes. Finally, albumin would reach the space where urine is formed.

Carlo simulation of the processes containing the physics of
the charges in the external spaces of glomerulus in the fifth
section is given. Essentially, we have simulated the detection
of the charges and measured the damage in podocytes as
consequence of excess of negative charges passing along the
glomerulus. Once the nanosensor is deployed nearly to the
kidney, few nanometers from the glomerulus, the surveillance
of the quantity of albumin excreted into the urine would be
unstoppable. In sixth section, a crude estimation the quality-
of-service (QoS) of the network is presented. The network is
assumed to be running inside of the IoBNT framework. The
emission of pulses by the nanosensor in the band of THz is
received by bio-interfaces which are connected to cloud. The
access to these data can be done by doctor or nephrologist
whom can assess and evaluate the state of the layers of kidney
remotely. It might open new ways to apply or reconfigure
the pharmacology to tackle down the dysfunctional evolution
of kidney. The estimated efficiencies of previous section for
albumin detection enters as input in this part. The absorption
of waves by water inside the human body is stressed. This
intrinsic trouble might reduce the signal efficiency in the side
of the bio-interface device. Finally, the conclusion of the paper
is presented.

II. POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF RENAL DAMAGE IN TYPE-2
DIABETES PATIENTS

According to clinic data, diabetic patients are strong candi-
dates to acquire DKD which is consensually considered as one
of the latest phases during the progress of diabetes along the
time. In Fig. 1, left and right panels, would explain the very
beginning of the renal damage. Since higher concentrations
of glucose in blood (normal glucose’s range lies between 70
mg/dl and 110 mg/dL) would be a reason of the presence
of irreversible complications such as diabetic retinopathy and
necrosis, it also might be the cause for the beginning of
the degradation of the renal function. In left panel, the form
how the electric property of the albumin and glucose makes
changes in the glomerular layers is sketched. While the abun-
dance of glucose is expected, in same proportion the albumin
proteins would ”escape” of their containers or microvessels. In
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the deterioration of podocytes due to electric effects.
(A) Normal podocytes contains negative charges over their surfaces and
exchanging communication with others through Nephrine. (B) The reduction
of charges on the epithelium is translated as the pass of albumin through
the GBM. It would affect the functionality of mediators like the Nephrin.
(C) When albumin is passing through the SD depletes and moves away the
remaining charges of podocytes, creating unprotected surfaces and initializing
the deformation of their morphologies.

high concentrations, these bunches of albumin are trespassing
the glomerular membrane basement and the epithelial cells. In
right panel the case where albumin (and others proteins) are
leaving the glomerular layers and reaching and modifying the
surfaces where podocytes are located.

One of the most relevant characteristics of DKD is the
absence of pain in the urinary channels for several years,
despite of the fact that the DKD has already started. DKD is
strongly related to the cases of albuminuria, whose numerical
understanding is as follows

M =


normal 0 <W ≤ 30mg/dL

microalbumin 30 <W ≤ 300mg/dL

macroalbumin W > 300mg/dL.

The quantity of albumin detected in lab test is often measured
as UAE (µg/min). High values of UAE might be imminently
correlated to the beginning of the renal failure.

A. Deterioration of Podocytes

In the Fig. 2, the proposed scenario where renal glomerulus
is damaged by effect of higher concentrations of glucose
in diabetes patients’s blood is sketched. In (A) the case of
a stable glomerulus, where blood vessels are transporting
plasma, proteins, glucose, and other compounds is depicted.
This figure is explained as follows: high concentrations of
glucose in vessel bloods would imply the presence of bunches
of positive charges because the dipole moment. The positive

charges produce attraction’s electric forces with the negative
charges that involves the glomerulus membrane basement
(GMB) and located along the fenestrated endothelium (FE)
which is normally protected by a shielding of negative charges
whose role is that of stopping the pass of giant proteins like
albumin. The increasing of glucose concentrations would vary
the homeostasis of the electric surface of endothelium. It is
because the glucose dipole (GD) glucose would induce to
cancel the negative charges. In this manner, the only attractive
electric forces would be starting with the depletion over the
FE. For this view, we have assumed a curved morphology
in according to Fig. 1. In (B) under the assumption that the
albumin as molecule has a ellipsoid-like shape of 3.8 nm in
diameter and 15nm long, and the the slit diaphragm (SD) is
or order of 5 a 10 nm, one expects that these giant proteins
have enough space to be filtrated [18]. In effect, once the
negative charges are being depleted the renal filtration of
macromolecules might be initialized. It would be the basis
of the well-known molecular mechanisms of hyperfiltration.
Neutral porosity of the glomerular walls turns out to be
favorable to the pass of bunches of albumin. When albumin
reaches and breaks the SD these proteins exert repulsion forces
with the remaining negative charges located on the surfaces
of podocytes. The the group of albumin with negative charge
produces dysfunctional effects on the nephrine, and the new
charge configuration makes unprotected the electric surface of
podocytes. Since communication between adjacent podocytes
is lost, remaining charges are distributed asymmetrically on
the podocytes surface. It is because the repulsive electric
force between albumin and the remaining ones located on the
podocytes would produce a new relocation of charges which
are not protecting the glomerulus anymore. In (C) the situation
is getting to be dramatic because albumin crosses the SD
together to other proteins and moves through the Bowman’s
space. This scenario would indicate the first moment of the
glomerular damage, where podocytes are already lost an
important area of the shielding of negative charges. This area is
called unprotected surface (US). In this manner, it is imminent
that the podocytes experience a substantial deformation in their
morphologies just as it is seen in lab tests. Here, one expects
that the electric dynamics is entirely governed by repulsive
forces. The evolution in time of these processes might be the
reason to argument the deterioration of the morphology of
the podocytes due to electric effects more than biochemistry
reactions. Furthermore the pass of negatively charged albumin
would move away the remaining charges from their initial
positions making much weak the protection of the podocytes
area. The filtered proteins become part of the processes of
urine formation through the convoluted tubule.

III. PHYSICS OF THE GLOMERULAR DAMAGE

A. Electrodynamics in the Glomerulus’s Area

According to the possible configuration of renal damage
presented in Fig. 2, the pass of albumin through the urine
would have its origin in electric processes purely. Normally,
clinic tests have been using the UAE as unit of measurement
without to include concepts of electric charge. The UAE is



Fig. 3. Left: Geometrical configuration of the renal glomerulus where the
center indicates the presence of positive charge due to the glucose dipole
moment. Right: Field lines due to the presence of the negatively charged
albumin exerting repulsive forces on the charges of the GMB and podocytes
seen in a coplanar geometry or two-dimensional space.

expressed in terms of mass per unit of time. In the following,
we attempt to relate the UAE with physics concepts based on
electric fields. Under the assumption that the rate of excretion
is proportional to the electric force between the bunches of
albumin and negative charges belonging to the regions of GMB
and podocytes, we propose the following definition ~F = q ~E
= mass

time ~v = [UAE]~v, for the cases where ~v (the velocity of
the albumin bunches passing through the slit membrane) is
constant, therefore we can arrive to the following relation

[UAE] =
|q ~E|
|~v|

=
|q~∇Φ|
|~v|

= β~∇Φ (1)

where β = |q|
|~v| and Φ the electric potential that satisfies the

Poisson’s equation ∇2Φ = −ρε , and the charge density obeys
~∇ · ~E = ρ

ε the well-known Gauss’s law.

B. Estimation of the Electric Field and Forces in the Podocytes
Area

In Fig. 3, the possible geometrical configuration which is
suitable to apply physics equation considering the area of
podocytes and albumin filtration, is sketched. Thus is plausible
to accept that the morphology glomerular fits to some extent
the cylindrical coordinates system (left panel). Firstly, we face
the problem of calculating the electric fields when wehave two
variables: radial and angular (right panel). The solution of the
Poisson’s equation becomes more manageable by using the
method of Green’s functions. Thus, we can write the following
solution [19],

Φ(r, θ) =
∞∑
n

[
CnrnSin(nθ) +Dnr−nCos(nθ)

]
. (2)

We see that the electric potential depends on the constants Cn
and Dn while n integer number running for all values. This
solution conciliates well the standard procedures for solving
the Poisson’s equation by which the variables separation’s
method is used. From Eq. (3) the corresponding electric field
can be exactly calculated through ~E = −~∇Φ(r, θ) resulting
as

~Er =
∞∑
n

[
DnCos(nθ)

r2
− CnSin(nθ)

]
êr (3)

~Eθ =
∞∑
n

[
−
CnrCos(nθ)− DnSin(nθ)

r

r

]
êθ. (4)

Fig. 4. Possible configurations of electric field’s components depending on
the radial variable but fixed for three different angles. Top panels describe the
cases when θ =180 degrees. Middle plots display the scenarios where θ =45
degrees. In bottom panels are shown the scenarios for θ =135 degrees.

When r →∞, the only contribution is the radial part, which
is given by the term ~Er ≈ CnSin(nθ)êr. From the qualitative
view, one expects that the electric force is governed by
sinusoidal shapes. This gives us advantages to build arguments
about the forms of field in the areas and spaces around the
glomerulus.

C. Generalization of the Electric Potential

Conserving the full cylindric geometry as shown in left
panel of Fig. 3, with a radius a and length L, the electric
potential calculated in ~r from a bunch of albumin molecules
whose net charge is denoted by Q located in ~r′ can be written
as [20],

Φ(~r,~r′) =
2Q

πεLa2

∑
`,m,n

Exp[im(θ − θ′)][(
ξm,n

a

)2

+
(
`π
L

)2]
J2
m+1(ξm,n)

×

×Sin

(
`πz

L

)
Sin

(
`πz′

L

)
Jm

(
ξm,nr

a

)
Jm

(
ξm,nr

′

a

)
(5)

where ε the electric permittivity and is related to dielectric
constant with a value equivalent to water, which is lying in
the rage of 1 up to 100 [21]. In praxis, a suitable choice is the
value of 80, same as water. The modes ξm,n are depending
on the integers m and n as consequence of the usage of the
variables separation. The Jm are called integer-order Bessel
functions and essentially depend on the radial variable. Clearly,

in the cases where
(
`π
L

)2
>>

(
ξm,n

a

)2

and `π
L →∞, Φ→ 0.

While we more move out from glomerulus area, the fields
intensity are getting weak. Thus we can attach an exponential
part Exp(−βt) (with β a real parameter) for which it becomes
negligible for large times in congruence with the radial part.
In addition, when only the radial variable is kept, the potential
and field electric are fully depending on the Bessel function.
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D. Angular Analysis of Bunches

In Fig. 4, various simulated scenarios obtained with [22]
are shown. Basically, we try to obtain a general picture of
the possible cases where charged bunches of albumin are
”escaping” from the glomerulus in agreement to the direction
of the fields. Since the model does not include variations in
time, the plots are indicating the possibles static morphologies
up to three different angular positions. Actually the knowledge
of the shapes of the bunches of albumin would serve to make
calibrations and hardware configurations in the nanodevice.
For instance, the tracks exhibited by the albumin when is leav-
ing the glomerulus [23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32]
would be of crucial importance for the nanosensor. The present
analysis has considered the plane Eθ(r) vs. Er(r) for three
angles: θ=45, 135, and 180 degrees. We used Eq. (4) and
(5) with n running from -5 to 5. Others orders have not
substantial effect. The values of Cn and Dn were estimated
to be of 0.001 in average. The plotting used the technique
of bivariate bandwidths (bw) expressed in units of standard
deviation. For all panels, left and right column: 1.20 and
2.00 bw, respectively. Top panels: the case where θ = 180
degrees. This case would correspond to the scenario where the
tangential component of the electric field moves the charges
of podocytes to the left side off. In middle panels are the
scenarios where the electric field is fully radial for θ = 45
degrees. This is the best scenario by which the albumin
proteins are move out forward on the convoluted tubule. For
bw=2.0 (right panel) shows that the sinusoidal character of
the electric potential dominates the shape of the electric field.
Finally, in bottom panels are the scenarios where θ = 135
degrees. Again, the coloration seen in the plots would indicate
that the electric field is strongly dominated by the radial part.
For bw=2.0 (right panel) is seen that the field is homogeneous
since the points around (0,0) is uniform, a bit different from
the one seen in middle plots. A straightforward calculation
of the velocities derived from the radial component considers
v =

√
qEr

mB
≈ 10−4m/s, where mB the effective mass of

charged bunch. All these simulations are understood as a kind
of advantage in the side of the nanosensor aiming a good signal
reception. Once the nanosensor is implemented and located
nearly to the glomerulus, the main task would be that of
sensing the electric oscillation caused by the repulsive forces
caused by the charged albumin.

IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION FOR EXPERIMENTAL
DETECTION

A. Deployment of Nanosensor

The prospective nanodevice has the role the sensing of
negatively charged bunches which are surpassing the depleted
surfaces of the podocytes. Hypothetically, the sensing of large
bunches of albumin might be a kind of indirect measurement
of damage in the morphology and functionality of last layers
of the glomerulus. Since both nanodevice and albumin would
have same sign, one expects that the repulsion force might
produce dynamical oscillations that would be a type of electric
detection. In one hand, nanodevice is expected to be 1 to 2 nm
away of last layers of glomerulus and radius of around or less

TABLE I
LIST OF RANDOM AND SEMI-RANDOM VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS

(FROM EQ. 15).

Variable Range Type Related to
q 0 - 5 random albumin
j 0 - 5 random noise
a1 0 - 10 semi-random albumin
a2 0 - 20 semi-random noise
λ1 0 - 1 random charge depletion in podocytes
λ2 0 - 1 random others proteins

than 1 nm. On the other hand, large bunches of albumin would
have as radius a size approximately of 10 nm, which is of
order of the size of slit diaphragm aperture. Nanodevice would
have to have negative charges over its surface. It is because,
the repulsion forces exerted by the bunches of albumin will
move oscillatory inside its center-of-mass. This mechanical
movement is required to active hardware for emitting signals.
Nanodevice is therefore designed to receive electric signals
from albumin and send signals to a receptor (external interface)
in the THz band as established in the proposed scheme of the
IoBNT.

B. Aleatory Selection of Random Variables and Calculation
of Total Electric Force

Because these processes are governed by physics and chem-
istry laws in the range of nm, it is suitable to apply stochastic
methods to obtain a rough estimate of the possibilities to
detect signal and intrinsic background or others proteins and
negatively charged wastes. Once the solution of Eq. 5 is known
the we can calculate the electric forces normalized to unity,

F = −~∇Φ(~r, t). (6)

Thus it is possible to rewrite the normalized total force as

FT (ω1, ω2) = −λ1

∫
FS(ω)δ(ω − ω1)dω

−λ2

∫
FB(ω)δ(ω − ω2)dω = FS(ω1) + FB(ω2). (7)

where the λ1,2 are the weights. In Table I, are described the
random variables, indicating their range, type and relation to
the specific processes. According to this the numbers q, j
and λ1,2 are extracted from a numbers aleatory machine,
whereas a1,2 do not necessarily are random numbers. We
target to plot the intensity of the electric force detected by
the nanosensor coming from the albumin, preferentially. It
should be noted that the albumin bunches might have a
large size in comparison to others background compounds.
So that, the highest intensities of electric force would come
from the albumin, essentially. Minor intensities are defined
as the background or noise. The algorithm 1 describes the
computational methodology to calculate the total electric force.
Line-1 defines the number of events. Because the order of the
Bessel functions are taken as random numbers as listed in
Table I, between lines 2 and 6 are defined the pairs (q, j).
Indeed, the quantities a1 and a2 are prepared in according
to their ranges (lines 7 and 12). Between lines 13 and 26,
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Algorithm 1: Monte Carlo Simulation

1 repeat for N events
2 for q = 1→ Q do
3 for j = 1→ J do
4 Save pair (q, j)
5 end for
6 end for
7 for k = 1→ K do
8 a1=0.005
9 a2=0.01
10 a1(k) = a1+0.005*k
11 a2(k) = a2+0.01*k
12 end for
13 for p = 1→ P do
14 call random (q, j)
15 call a1(p1)
16 call a2(p2)
17 call random λ1
18 call random λ2
19 if λ1 6= λ2 then
20 for ` = 1→ L do
21 ω1,` → β`x1,`
22 ω2,` → β`x2,`

23 FT = λ1FS(β`x1,`)⊗ η1,` + λ2FB(β`x2,`)⊗ η2,`
24 if ` = L then
25 ∆FT =

√
( ∆FT

∆x1,`
∆x1,`)2 + ( ∆FT

∆x2,`
∆x2,`)2

26 end if
27 end for
28 end if
29 end for
30 until N → NMAX

the Monte Carlo step is achieved. Firstly, we extracted a pair
(q, j) in an aleatory manner, together to a1(p1) and a2(p2).
Subsequently, we provide random values to λ1,2. The Monte
Carlo step is reflected in line 19, which is understood as the
acceptance or rejection (or abort) of the process. When the
acceptance is confirmed we proceed to calculate ω1,` and ω2,`,
which are proportional to the distances measured in nm. All
this gives us capabilities to calculate FT (line 23) as a 3D
plot. In praxis, we have projected the 3D surface to 2D as
shown in Fig. 4, where the intensity of electric force appears
as function of distances measured in nm (multiplied by a factor
10). Intrinsic errors associated to the numerical procedures are
calculated in line 25. Actually, main source of errors would
come of the definitions as written in lines 21 and 22, for each
Monte Carlo loop. It should be noted that the variations or
deviations in FT appear also by the presence of the random
functions η1,2 which are expected to provide uncertainties to
the numerical calculations. For the present case, NMAX = 133.

C. Results and Interpretation of Plots

In Fig. 6. possible scenarios for sensing the bunches of
proteins are displayed. In order to precise the interpretations
of resulting simulations, we explain the frame or coordinates
system used in the simulations. We define the radial distances
as x1,2 =

√
x̄2

1,2 + ȳ2
1,2 where x̄ and ȳ the usual Cartesian

Fig. 5. Top plots: Various spatial configurations of the possible localizations
of the signal (indicated by the white arrow) and noise (others negatively
charged proteins). The plot (i), (ii) and (iii) show the cases where signal
and noise abandon each together the last glomerular layers resulting in
pessimistic scenarios. Contrarily, in (iv), (v) and (vi) might be the more
favorable scenarios to detect albumin away from noise. The plot (iv) would
denote the best scenarios where signal can be detect with an efficiency or
order of 70%. Bottom plots signal and noise assumed that both start to be
indistinguishable each other plotted by using Eq. 5 conserving the radial and
longitudinal variables

coordinates. All these quantities are incorporated in lines 21
and 22. Our assumption is that the last layer of glomerulus
is located in the origin (0,0). The objective of the simulation
is to identify the position of the intensities of electric force
which is analogue to detect bunches of albumin to optimize
the localization of the sensor. In top left, is seen the case
the case when signal (albumin) might be detected around of
1nm away from the origin. The bunching of albumin here is
indicated through the white arrow. Noise is easily distinguish-
able beyond 2 nm. In the top center plot, we see the case
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where signal and noise are superimposed each other making
indistinguishable the signal. In the upper part a minor presence
of charged proteins is viewed. It is interpreted as a stochastic
fluctuation of the numerical calculations and Monte Carlo. In
top right plot, a third scenario is plotted. Here again, signal
and noise are well together, resulting in a signal efficiency of
order of 10%. The middle left plot would represent a desired
case. Here, signal and noise are well separated in around 1 nm.
We suggest that a possible position of the nanodevice would
be approximately

√
26nm+ δ nm away from the glomerulus

(δ denotes the associated error). In this case the efficiency has
turned out to be of order of 48% Middle center plot indicates
the oncoming of noise to the signal. Same morphology is again
encountered in the middle right plot where signal and noise
are already forming one bunch of proteins. These last two
scenarios would make difficult the sensing of albumin, and
their efficiencies have been of order of 12 and 9%, respectively.
Finally, in bottom left plot, we observe the case when signal
appears to keep a substantial separation from the origin in
around 5 nm. The negative value of the position of noise is
interpreted as the case where only albumin might be detected
in such distance, whereas part noise is still fluxing through
the podocytes. Middle center and right plots are showing
the scenario where signal and noise flux out the glomerulus
already attained each other at the beginning of the convoluted
tubule. In average, one third of the presented plots shows seen
to be favorable, in the sense that the signal can be detected
with an efficiency above 70%, which is 15%. In bottom panel
of Fig. 6 we see as signal and noise are both superimposed
by avoiding to distinguish each other. Clearly this fact might
also be interpreted as an advanced level of degradation of
the podocytes [33][34][35][36][37][38][39][40]. It also would
indicate that the role of the nanodevice would be limited to
the cases where the glomerulus has started to be electrically
damaged as effect of the presence of large concentrations of
glucose in blood. This information brought to a network of
IoBNT would be beneficial to the patients since they might
know in advance the progress of the disease, in particular
the loss of the electric shielding of the glomerulus which
is crucial information to avoid the flux of albumin in urine
[41][42][43][44]. Finally, the Monte Carlo error was estimated
to be ∆FT of order of 12%.

V. ELEMENTS OF THE IOBNT NETWORK APPLIED TO
NANOMEDICINE

In Fig. 6, the elements corresponding to the case where
a type-2 diabetes patient is part of the IoBNT network
[45][46][47][48][49][50], is sketched. A nano device carries
out the action of sensing the flux of charged proteins through
the convoluted tubule where the urine is formed. This nano
device is located a few nanometers of the renal glomerulus.
The detection of albumin is synonymous of THz waves
radiation in an isotropically manner. The reception of this
radiation is achieved by a smartwatch or bio-cyber device
that plays the role of transducer. Once the smartwatch has
processed the THz signal, it is in position to exchange data
with a smartphone. It is important to recall that smartwatch and

Fig. 6. Pictorial representation of the IoBNT network involving without
hacking: (i) human organ, (ii) nano sensor, (iii) bio-cyber interface, (iv)
smartphone, (v) cloud, (vi) world-wide-web, (vii) server, and (viii) end user.
For this scheme the end user would be represented by a doctor or a health
specialist. Since the doctor is continuously monitoring the possible presence
of abnormalities in kidney, the requirement of an excellent QoS is needed.

smartphone already count with a IP address. We have assumed
that the internet provider guarantees connectivity to the cloud
in a unstoppable way. The end user, which is understood to
be a health specialist (doctor or nurse, for instance) is able to
download data in two ways, (i) directly, that means that all
information received by the cloud can be read by the doctor
[51], and (ii) indirectly, by which the data downs to a server
that makes the processing of data such as to perform compu-
tational simulations and predictions in time. Indeed, cloud is
connected with the world-wide-web, where any user can have
access to data, if it is allowed. This scheme is advantageous
in several manners. One of them is the abandon of the typical
interaction between patient and doctor to be expected be done
in health centers. Normally, ordinary diagnosis of the so-
called diabetic nephropathy involves several interviews, lab
tests and analysis, as well as preparations and cross checking
previous for the diagnosis. The present scheme would reduce
the diabetic nephropathy diagnosis drastically.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme for the very
early detection of the DKD in those type-2 diabetes patients.
We have used physics equations and through computational
simulations we have estimated values which might be relevant
for future implementation of these models in a full scenario of
nanomedicine. The main proposal have consisted in the idea
that the negative charges of the renal glomerulus are constantly
depleted by the dipole moment of the glucose which is com-
monly in the blood of diabetes patients [51]. The depletion of
these charges is seen as the very beginning of the DKD. While
the negative charges of GBM are canceled, the albumin would
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escape from microvessels and exert repulsive forces onto the
remaining charges located on the surface of podocytes. It
has serious consequences in the deformation morphological of
podocytes in time. The bunch of albumin can be also capable
to break the walls of Nephrine and therefore goes to the space
of urine formation. In large times, the possibility of make a full
deformation of podocytes is possible since all of them have
lost the capacity to reject charged proteins. According to the
Monte Carlo simulations, experiments based on nanosensors
can discriminate the background and measure the signal of
charged bunches of albumin in up to a 70%, a 15% less
than the theoretical prediction. Finally, we have evaluated the
possibility of extract realistic values of the efficiency of the
IoBNT network when is running. In this way, we have made
a crude estimated of the QoS taking into account up to 4
elements, as well as their respective sources of attenuation
as well. The simulations have shown that the QoS might be
ranging between 60% and 70% which might be acceptable for
the objectives of a continue surveillance inside the framework
of the nanomedicine.
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